
Y6 PSHE Jigsaw Knowledge Organiser Being Me In My World
Puzzle Outcomes

● I know how to set goals for the year 
ahead.

● I understand what fears and worries 
are.

● I know about children’s universal rights 
(United Nations Convention on the 
Rights of the Child).

● I know about the lives of children in 
other parts of the world.

● I know that personal choices can affect 
others locally and globally.

● I understand that my own choices result 
in different consequences and rewards.

● I understand how democracy and having 
a voice benefits the school community

● I understand how to contribute towards 
the democratic process.

Being Me in My World at Lakeside Primary Academy

As good citizens of Lakeside Primary it is important for us to 
understand the United Nations Convention on the Rights if the Child 
and how these are not met for all children worldwide. It is important 
to understand the impact our behaviour can have on a group. It is 
important to understand about democracy and how it benefits the 
school.  

Our Values link

Key Vocab

Challenge A stimulating task or problem

Citizen A person who lives in a city or town.

United Nations 
Convention on the 
Rights Of The 

Child

A legally-binding international agreement setting 
out the civil, political, economic, social and 

cultural rights of every child, regardless of 
their race, religion or abilities

Views How others see something, their opinion

Opinion A personal judgement, thought or belief.

Collective 
Decision

Decision shared by every member of the group

Attitude  A feeling or way of thinking that affects a 
person's behavior



Y5 PSHE Jigsaw Knowledge Organiser Being Me In 
My World

Puzzle Outcomes

● I know how to face new challenges 
positively.

● I understand how to set personal 
goals.

● I understand the rights and 
responsibilities associated with 
being a citizen in the wider 
community and my country.

● I know how an individual’s behaviour 
can affect a group and the 
consequences of this.

● I understand how democracy and 
having a voice benefits the school 
community.

● I understand how to contribute 
towards the democratic process. 

Being Me in My World at Lakeside Primary Academy

As good citizens of Lakeside Primary it is important for us to 
understand our goals and how we may face challenges on our way. 

It is important to understand our rights and responsibilities as well 
as how our behaviour impacts on a group. 

Our Values link

Empathy Being able to know how someone else is feeling, 
even when you aren't in the same situation.

Comparison We look to see what is the same about the two 
things

Legal Permitted by law or established rules

Illegal Contrary to the laws or rules

Laws A rule of conduct or action laid down and 
enforced by the supreme governing authority

Participation To take part

Motivation The force to keep going even when things are 
tough

Key Vocab



Y4 PSHE Jigsaw Knowledge Organiser Being Me In 
My World

Puzzle Outcomes

● I know how individual attitudes and 
actions make a difference to a class.

● I know about the different roles in 
the school community.

● I know my place in the school 
community.

● I know what democracy is (applied to 
pupil voice in school).

● I know that my own actions affect 
myself and others.

● I know how groups work together to 
reach a consensus.

● I know that having a voice and 
democracy benefits the school 
community.

Being Me in My World at Lakeside Primary Academy

As good citizens of Lakeside Primary it is important for us to 
understand being part of a team. It is important for us to learn 

about our school and our community, who all the different people 
are and what their roles are. It is also important to make 

collective decisions and how to deal with conflict. 

Our Values link

Key Vocab

Included To take in or have as part of a whole or group

Excluded To keep out or to refuse to admit

Role A character assigned or taken

Community The people living in or belonging to a certain 
place 

Democracy A government that is run by the people

Contribution To give along with others



Y3 PSHE Jigsaw Knowledge Organiser Being Me In 
My World

Puzzle Outcomes

● I understand that I am important.
● I know what a personal goal is.
● I understand what a challenge is.
● I know why rules are needed and 

how these relate to choices and 
consequences.

● I know that actions can affect 
others’ feelings.

● I know that others may hold 
different views.

● I know that the school has a 
shared set of values.

.

Being Me in My World at Lakeside Primary Academy

As good citizens of Lakeside Primary it is important for us to 
understand our self-worth and be able to identify positive things 

about ourselves and achievements. It is important we work 
collaboratively and see things from other people’s points of view. 

Our Values link

Key Vocab

 
Valued To think highly of

Achievements The act of achieving something

Personal Goal Something that you want to do or to have

Affirm To state positively or with confidence

Emotions A person’s inner feeling

Solutions The answer to a problem

Support To help during a time of trouble or stress

Fairness The quality of treating people equally or in a 
way that is right or reasonable

Teamwork Working together with others to get to an 
end goal

View point A person’s point of view



Y2 PSHE Jigsaw Knowledge Organiser Being Me In 
My World

Puzzle Outcomes

● I can identify hopes and fears for 
the year ahead.

● I understand the rights and 
responsibilities of class members.

● I know that it is important to 
listen to other people.

● I understand that my own views 
are valuable.

● I know about rewards and 
consequences and that these 
stem from choices.

● I know that positive choices 
impact positively on self-learning 
and the learning of others.

Being Me in My World at Lakeside Primary Academy

As good citizens of Lakeside Primary it is important for us 
to understand when we are worried and when we should 

ask for help and who to ask. It is important for us to work 
collaboratively and to listen to each other.

Our Values link

Key Vocab

Worries To feel or express great concern

Hopes To desire something and expect that it will 
happen or be obtained

Responsible Being the one who must answer or account 
for something

Actions The way in which we behave / conduct 
ourselves

Positive Showing acceptance or approval

Negative Not positive or helpful

Praise To express approval of

Choices A number and variety to choose among

Co-operate To act, work, or associate with others so as 
to get something done

Problem solve Finding solutions to a problem



Y1 PSHE Jigsaw Knowledge Organiser Being Me
In My World

Puzzle Outcomes

● I know the rights and 
responsibilities as a
member of a class.

● I understand that my 
views are important.

● I understand that my 
choices have consequences.

● I understand my own 
rights and responsibilities 
with my classroom.

Being Me In My World at Lakeside Primary Academy

As good citizens of Lakeside Primary it is important 
for us to understand we are special and it is important 

to make everyone feel safe in our class as well as 
recognising our own safety.  

Our Values link

Key Vocab

Safe Free or secure from harm or danger

Calm Quiet and free from disturbance.

Belonging The condition of being comfortable and 
friendly with others

Special Valued and respected

Rights In keeping with what is fair and good.

Responsibilities The condition or fact of being 
responsible

Rewards Something of value that is promised to 
someone for good work or a good deed

Consequences Results of an action

Disappointed Defeated in expectation or hope

Proud Having great self-respect or dignity


